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Monologue pour une araignée 
mécanique 

Statement
This trans-disciplinary project has been imagined as a « dyptique » composed for the performer Nicolas Crosse, in this 
work the musician’s body is integrated to a new instrumental architecture. This choreographic, visual and musical show is 
the first cooperation in which Nieto and Suarez-Cifuentes attempt to produce a new hybrid form of of art by exploring 
new configurations between the performance space, the performer(s) and the audience.

In Monologue for a mechanical spider, the instrumental space is a geometrical assembly of tuned amplified strings 
supported by two steel structures. Each string is amplified, transformed and spatialized independently in real time. The 
microphones related to the use of loud-speakers thought as acoustical sources allow to approach the auditors to the 
instrumental sound and to explore  sound finest changements. 

The design of this instrument and the musician’s costume have been inspired by anamorphosis principles as by spider 
webs, each auditor should face an instrumental architecture and perceive a different dynamic geometry depending on his 
own point of view.  

In this project, the space created by our instrument offers to performer multiple possibilities related to string paths, from 
this fact, he modifies his own corporal intuitions resulting on new musical possibilities related to instrumental gestures. 
For this piece, the live electronics underline the choreographic and visual  approach leading music composition,  the real 
time digital interface follows each gesture in relation to the instrumental geometry, in this way we attempt to create an 
electric string based “organ”. 

We have conceived a video mapping interface synchronised to a video musical score based on gestural data, by this 
means we propose a visual and musical score. We underline and modifie together the perception and poetics of multiple 
string’s geometries integrating the musician’s body as an extension of the instrumental architecture.



Nicolas Crosse, performer  
Nieto, director and video interaction development  
Marco Suarez-Cifuentes, conception, composition, sound design, instrumental 
design and programming.  

Short version performance >35 minutes  

Extended new version >       55 minutes  

Watch Trailer https://vimeo.com/162050957  

Watch Film: https://vimeo.com/159276020 

 

https://vimeo.com/162050957
https://vimeo.com/159276020


Monologue pour une araignée mécanique 
Technical requirements  

-16 contact microphones (Type Scheltrer). 
-2 cardioid microphones 
-Pre-amplifying system 
-Sound Card (16 inputs – 8 outputs)  

*can be installed as an aggregate or a digital mixer allowing this configuration. 

- Console / Table/ Mixer 10 in 10 out 
-2 Subwoofers. 
-2 Video projectors – 10000 et 5000 Lumens 

3 Laptops Mac Book Pro* (artist’s equipment) 

The piece should be played in a dark room.  
A sound engineer is required.  
2 Assistants for assembly, installation and sound check are required. 



recommandations for each performance
Production planning over three days . 

Day 1  

Instrumental structure assembly, tuning and fixation. 
Day 2 

Technical adjustments in the performance hall >  

video, signal treatment, amplification, sound check. 

Rehearsal with the performer. (4 hours) 
Day 3 

Dress rehearsal, performance.  

Contact 
marcosuarezcb@hotmail.com 
+0033-612772357 

IMPORTANT Instrument should be either constructed or transported to 

the city where the performance will take place. Please contact 

the composer or the producer for further information. 

    

mailto:marcosuarezcb@hotmail.com


Monologue pour une araignée 
mécanique 

Artists

Nicolas Crosse(1979) 

Performer 

Nicolas Crosse studied at the Paris Conservatory (CNSMDP) under Jean-Paul Celea. 
His work in contemporary music has given him a deep understanding of the 20th century repertoire. He has 
collaborated to create works for double bass with composers such as Luis Fernando Rizo-Salom, Lucas 
Fagin, Tolga Tüzün, Marco Antonio Suarez Cifuentes, Martin Matalon, Raphaël Cendo and Yann Robin. 
In addition to his studies, he has played with various French orchestras including the Paris Orchestra, the 
Paris Opera and the Ensemble Intercontemporain, directed by Pierre Boulez, Wolfgang Sawallisch, Valery 
Gergiev, Esa-Pekka Salonen, Christoph Eschenbach and Jonathan Nott. 
In 2007, during his advanced course and with the support of the Meyer Foundation and the Paris 
Conservatory, he recorded "cross(E)road", a DVD consisting of Sequenza XIVb by Luciano 
Berio, Valentine by Jacob Druckman, Ala by Franco Donatoni (duo with cellist Alexis Descharmes), Cronica 
del oprimido by Lucas Fagin, as well as improvised music with clarinetist Christian Laborie. 
In 2012, along with the collective Multilatérale which he is a member or, the show Je vois le Feu was created 
at the Archipel Festival in Geneva in close collaboration with writer Yannick Haenel and saxophonist Vincent 
David. 
That same year, he joined the Ensemble Modern in Germany, then succeeded Frédéric Stochl with the 
Ensemble Intercontemporain.



Marco Suárez-Cifuentes (1974)  

Composition, instrument design, live electronics, Max/MSP programming 

https://marcosuarezcifuentes.wordpress.com/ 

lives and works in Paris, he’s a composer, programmer and researcher, PHD Doctor in arts and creation 
SACRe (ENS-ED-540–PSL)/CNSMDP. He has studied composition at Javeriana University (Bogotá), 
CNSMDP and IRCAM (Paris). 

 His artistic research focuses on the interaction between acoustical, instrumental and electro acoustical 
spaces, as a path to invent instrumental architectures, performance environments or musical interfaces. As a 
composer, he develops the idea of music with multiple dimensions related to physical space, he considers 
each auditor perception in relation to memory and his own position.  In Suarez-Cifuentes’s work the 
compositional process involves close collaboration with musicians integrating other art forms, such as 
architecture, dance, theatre, and video. He has had the opportunity to work with prestigious soloists, 
ensembles and conductors in France, in Switzerland and in Latin America. He has been resident composer 
on principal Centres for electroacoustic music in France and Mexico.

https://marcosuarezcifuentes.wordpress.com/


Nieto (1979) 

Mise en scène, vidéo, visual interaction 

www.nietoscope.com  

www.nietossuary.com  

Nieto lives and works in Paris where he studied fine arts at the École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux Arts 
and special effects at the École Nationale Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs. Artist, director, producer, and 
virtuoso digital animation technician, Nieto creates a delirious narration full of symbolism, nihilism, and dark 
humor. Active in the alternative art community, Nieto appropriates fundamental questions —with subversion
—that touch science, theology and human destiny, but also the medium he is manipulating, such as video, 
film or a theatrical production. Citing singular writers Jean-Pierre Brisset, Louis Wolfson, Raymond Roussel, 
Gustave Flaubert, Farid al-din Attar, but also St. John author of the “best seller of the apocalypses”, he is 
inspired today by great mystical texts that celebrate the emergence of a possible new mode of 
representation that emerge through the dissolution of dogma in the universality of visual poetry. 

http://www.nietoscope.com
http://www.nietossuary.com
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